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Abstract. Most shotgun proteomics data analysis workflows are based on the as-
sumption that each fragment ion spectrum is explained by a single species of peptide
ion isolated by the mass spectrometer; however, in reality mass spectrometers often
isolate more than one peptide ion within the window of isolation that contribute to
additional peptide fragment peaks in many spectra. We present a new tool called
reSpect, implemented in the Trans-Proteomic Pipeline (TPP), which enables an
iterative workflow whereby fragment ion peaks explained by a peptide ion identified
in one round of sequence searching or spectral library search are attenuated based
on the confidence of the identification, and then the altered spectrum is subjected to
further rounds of searching. The reSpect tool is not implemented as a search engine,

but rather as a post-search engine processing step where only fragment ion intensities are altered. This enables
the application of any search engine combination in the iterations that follow. Thus, reSpect is compatible with all
other protein sequence database search engines as well as peptide spectral library search engines that are
supported by the TPP. We show that while some datasets are highly amenable to chimeric spectrum identifica-
tion and lead to additional peptide identification boosts of over 30% with as many as four different peptide ions
identified per spectrum, datasets with narrow precursor ion selection only benefit from such processing at the
level of a few percent. We demonstrate a technique that facilitates the determination of the degree to which a
dataset would benefit from chimeric spectrum analysis. The reSpect tool is free and open source, provided within
the TPP and available at the TPP website.
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Introduction

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS2) is currently the most
widely used technique to identify proteins and quantify

their abundances in complex biological samples [1]. In a typ-
ical workflow (sometimes termed shotgun proteomics), pro-
teins extracted from a sample are either proteolytically or
chemically cleaved into peptides (e.g., with an enzyme such
as trypsin), which are then fractionated, further separated via
liquid chromatography to reduce the complexity for analysis,

ionized via electrospray, and introduced into a mass spectrom-
eter (MS) [2]. The instrument acquires mass spectra of all
precursor ions at frequent intervals to determine the m/z values
of the ions entering theMS at a given moment. These precursor
ion scans are commonly referred to as MS1 spectra. The
instrument then sequentially opens a series of isolation win-
dows centered at the most intense precursor ion peaks using a
predefined set of rules provided in the instrument method. The
ions selected by these isolation windows are fragmented and
product ion spectra of the fragments are collected. In modern
instruments, tens of thousands of product ion spectra are col-
lected in each analysis. As instruments increase in speed and
sensitivity, it becomes possible to reduce the number of frac-
tions that must be collected prior toMS [3]. It has recently been
reported that a majority of yeast proteins can be detected in a
single run [4], and there is a need to provide comprehensive
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MS analysis in a single run of more complex proteomes such as
human.

The subsequent interpretation of these MS2 spectra requires
an informatics workflow of significant sophistication to ac-
count for the myriad of analysis approaches and hence com-
plexity [5]. Many techniques and software tools used to iden-
tify the ions that yielded each spectrum have emerged over the
past 20 years since the initial implementation of an automated
tool called SEQUEST [6]. The Comet search engine [7] was
recently introduced to the proteomics community and consti-
tutes an open-source implementation of the SEQUEST algo-
rithm. It was used in lieu of SEQUEST to process much of the
data in this article as described below. Through the TPP’s
support for other protein sequence search engine results such
as Mascot [8], the reSpect algorithm will also work with these
workflows. In general, the approach is to match each of the
acquired spectra either with theoretical spectra that are gener-
ated on-the-fly from a set of candidate peptides with similar
mass as the detected precursor or with spectra that have been
previously observed and stored in spectral libraries [9], having
been selected from a list of proteins that may be present in the
sample. Programs for searching sequence databases and spec-
tral libraries are termed sequence search engines and spectral
library search engines, respectively [10].

There are dozens of search engines available to users, with
new ones emerging each year. Curiously, the most recently
developed search engines are not vastly better than the ones
developed 20 years ago (and subsequently maintained). Yet,
although most search engines yield broadly similar results, the
variety in scoring functions of different engines leads to the
observation that intelligently combining the results of several
search engines run on the same dataset will yield an improved
result over any of the search engines alone [11]. This seems to
arise from the fact that different scoring functions are better at
scoring different subsets of correct PSMsmore highly than others.

The Trans-Proteomic Pipeline (TPP; [12–14]) is a widely
used suite of open-source software tools for processing shotgun
proteomics data. It includes raw data converters, both spectral
library and sequence search engines, search result validation
tools, quantification tools, and data exploration and visualiza-
tion tools. Search engines typically yield a PSM for nearly
every spectrum in a file, but many are incorrect, and many
methods have been proposed to help statistically validate the
search results and help separate correct from incorrect identifi-
cations. Although a common approach is to use search engine
scores to specify thresholds by which to filter the search results
and to use decoy counting methods to estimate the false posi-
tive rate, post-processing all unfiltered search results with
validation software such as the TPP will typically significantly
increase the number of correct PSMs (and distinct peptide
sequences) that can be mined from each dataset.

There are several TPP tools that assist with this.
PeptideProphet [15] models search engine output scores in
conjunction with mass differences and other attributes of each
PSM to assign a probability of being correct to each PSM. As

of the writing of this paper, PeptideProphet can model the
results of the following established search engines:
SEQUEST, Comet, X!Tandem, MyriMatch, MSGF+,
Mascot, Inspect, ProbID, SpectraST, Crux, Phenyx, and
OMSSA.

The iProphet tool [16] further refines the probabilities of
each PSM with potentially corroborating information from
other PSMs, and can also combine the results of multiple
search engines when applicable. ProteinProphet [17] then in-
fers which proteins have been detected, and assigns to each a
statistically robust probability based on the derived peptides. In
all, the TPP provides a complete set of software tools
underpinned by several XML data formats [12] that support
the interoperability of all the tools.

One aspect of the shotgun workflow that is often overlooked
is that several species of peptide ions can often be fragmented
together and represented within the same MS2 spectrum. Even
for highly fractionated samples, there are times when peptides
of similar masses will occur in the same fraction and at over-
lapping retention times; however, for minimally fractionated
samples, or otherwise very complex samples, it becomes rather
common to observe several different peptide ion species
contained within the isolation window along with the
instrument-targeted precursor peptide. The ions that are isolat-
ed within the defined isolation window are all fragmented
together in the ion trap or collision cell, and the resulting
fragment ion spectrum is a composite of all the ions initially
isolated. When precursor ions of similar intensities are
fragmented together, the resulting chimeric spectrum may be
difficult to identify. But in many other cases, the intended
precursor ion dominates the signal and can still be easily
identified. The other, lower intensity precursor ions contribute
many lower intensity fragment ion peaks in the single compos-
ite product ion spectrum.

There are previous efforts to develop software to identify the
contributing peptides to chimeric spectra. The first search en-
gine to try to identify multiple ions per spectrum was
ProbIDTree [18], which would remove all identified peaks
from a spectrum and immediately try another round of identi-
fication with the remaining peaks. The output supported mul-
tiple identifications for each spectrum. The M-SPLIT tool [19]
attempts to model input spectra as the composite of several
spectra taken from a spectral library. The MixDB tool [20]
instead uses a sequence database search strategy to model each
spectrum as the composite of a pair of ions of differing abun-
dance. A recently described approach implemented in the
DeMix algorithm [21] instead clones spectra that may be
chimeric based on the detection of multiple precursors in the
isolation window, and each of the clones is analyzed separately
using a very narrow tolerance at each detected precursorm/z. A
limitation in the widespread adoption of these software solu-
tions is that they typically replace the search engine in the data
analysis, potentially disrupting pipelines already established
and relied upon in laboratories.

An alternate acquisition method, termed data-independent ac-
quisition (DIA), or SWATH-MS [22], or other implementations
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such as the MSE approach [23], attempts to generate chimeric
spectra with much wider isolation windows containing many co-
eluting peptides by design. Because the isolation windows are
typically large enough to include many, perhaps dozens, of pep-
tide ions, traditional search engines such as SEQUEST and
Mascot are not suitable for analysis of such DIA data in their
native form. Different software solutions have been developed for
analyzing DIA type data [24, 25] to try to overcome this difficulty
in extreme multiplexed fragmentation spectra interpretation.

Here we present a new software tool, called reSpect, which
assists in the effort to identify additional peptide ions contrib-
uting to chimeric spectra in data-dependent acquisition (DDA).
It has the distinct advantage over other software tools for the
identification of chimeric spectra in that it is not implemented
as yet in another search engine, but functions as a post-
processing step that is compatible with other sequence database
search engines as well as spectral library search engines. To
illustrate this point, reSpect is includedwith the TPP and can be
seamlessly integrated into existing pipelines utilizing any of the
TPP search tools. In the following sections we describe the
implementation of reSpect, select some test datasets, and then
demonstrate the usefulness of the tool by examining the results
of processing these test datasets with a workflow that includes
reSpect.

Methods
Implementation of the Software

In order to enable the identification of multiple peptide ions in
conglomerate MS2 spectra, we have developed an iterative
workflow that can be applied to most search engines and
analysis environments. The workflow, as depicted in
Figure 1, begins with a first pass search using any search
engine(s) supported by the TPP followed by processing with
PeptideProphet and iProphet to produce a pepXML file with
probabilities that for each spectrum the matched peptide ion is
responsible for the major ion peaks therein. The next step is to
process the result with reSpect to produce a new set of mzML
files with modified MS2 spectra as described below. The
process continues with a second pass search with more relaxed
search parameters, opening up the mass tolerance to match the
isolation window and allowing for different charge states, with
the goal of identifying the remaining fragment ion peaks in the
spectrum. The second pass search is followed by
PeptideProphet and iProphet modeling on the new search re-
sult. Because the first and second pass peptide match statistics
are likely to differ, they are modeled separately and are not
combined until ProteinProphet analysis. The method may be
followed by additional rounds of analysis with reSpect and re-
search, each time attenuating each of the identified fragment
ion peaks. At some point enough peaks will be attenuated so
that the remaining noise will fail to produce additional high-
scoring matches; at this point the process should be halted. In
this analysis we applied at most three rounds of reSpect anal-
ysis and search.

Alternative to sequence searching, spectral library searching
with the SpectraST tool [26] may be used in any of the search
passes as desired by the user. Spectral library search is typically
faster, more sensitive, and more specific than sequence
searching, partly on account of the smaller search space.
However, since spectral libraries are generally incomplete rel-
ative to sequence references, the degree to which identifications
are missed because they are not in the reference is much
greater.

The reSpect tool takes as input a pepXML file with PSMs
and probabilities based on PeptideProphet and iProphet model-
ing plus the original mzML or mzXML files. For each PSM
with a probability greater than the set threshold (P>0.5 by
default), reSpect evaluates all possible b and y ions (c and z
in the case of ETD), neutral losses, and the component isotopes
of the assigned peptide ion fragments. The peaks in the original
spectrum that match the expected mass of the peptide ion
fragments, within a user-defined mass tolerance (±0.5 by de-
fault) are deemed explained, and their intensities are attenuated,
with the attenuated intensity being:

Iatt ¼ 1−Pð Þ*Iorig ;
where: Iatt is the attenuated intensity, Iorig is the original inten-
sity, and P is the iProphet probability (or PeptideProphet prob-
ability if iProphet was not used)

For example, when P = 0.5, peaks are reduced by half, and
when P = 1, the corresponding peaks are removed completely.
The modified spectra are written out as new mzML files
containing only the modified spectra. The spectrum identifiers
are modified by appending B_rs^ to the end so as to differentiate
them from the original spectra. The following search then uses
these new reSpect-created mzML files as input.

The reSpect algorithm attenuates the matching peaks in each
spectrum assuming the correctness of the match. In the case of
PTM containing peptides and the possibility of false localiza-
tion of the PTM by the search algorithm, we suggest the use of
the TPP tool PTMProphet to first help correctly localize the
modifications within the peptides. This will help ensure that the
correct peaks in each spectrum can be identified and thus
attenuated by reSpect.

We note that each probability metric is not indicative that
the assigned peptide fragment ion is the only ion that contrib-
utes to a spectrum, but rather that the assigned peptide fragment
ion does contribute to the peaks in a spectrum. The reSpect tool
is written in C++, and the source code is available at
SourceForge under an open-source license, along with the
entire implementation of the TPP. Most users will find it easiest
to use the tool simply by installing the TPP package as a whole.

Demonstration Datasets

To demonstrate the effectiveness of this workflow, we apply
the procedure to seven different datasets of varying complexity
(Table 1) and examine the results. Second pass searching of the
reSpect generated spectra was done using a ± 3.1 Da precursor
tolerance and allowing for possible charge states of 1 + to 5 +.
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Selection of the wide mass tolerance allowed identifying non-
monoisotopic peptides present in the isolation window.

Dataset 1 raw files (this laboratory) are stored in
PeptideAtlas [27, 28] (accession no. PASS00665) and a de-
tailed description of the sample can be found in the
Supplementary Material. Dataset 1 was searched with the
Comet database search engine [29], using 25 ppm precursor
tolerance with isotopic error enabled and using semi-tryptic
enzymatic rules in the first pass search. The search database
utilized was UniProt [30] yeast (2014-01) with an included set
of randomized decoys. The search results were processed with
PeptideProphet and iProphet versions bundled with TPP ver-
sion 4.7.1. PeptideProphet was run with the ACCMASS option
enabled (for high mass accuracy precursor modeling), using
NONPARAM option (for using the exact shape of the decoy
distribution as the negative distribution) and specifying the
DECOY = Random and DECOYPROBS decoy PSM handling
options. All reSpect results, including the third and fourth
round search results, were processed along with the second
round search results so that there were sufficient data points for
PeptideProphet and iProphet to model. The processing of
reSpect results with PeptideProphet was done using the same

options as with the first pass, but without the ACCMASS
model.

Datasets 2 and 3 are provided by Dr. John R. Yates III from
a HEK293T cell study (PeptideAtlas accessions: PAe004080
and PAe004083). There are a total of 395 datafiles divided into
two subsets. The first subset labeled Dataset 2 contains 156
datafiles and the second subset, Dataset 3, contains 239 addi-
tional datafiles. Both datasets were searched with Comet.
Precursor mass tolerance of 1.1 Da was used. The search
database utilized was UniProt human complete proteome
(2012-10) plus alternative sequences with added peptides that
contain the amino acid variants annotated by UniProt. The
common contaminants and randomized decoys were added to
the search database. PeptideProphet was run with the
ACCMASS model enabled, using NONPARAM option and
specifying the DECOY = DECOY and DECOYPROBS (for
reporting the modeled probabilities of decoy hits rather than
forcing them always to 0 as known false positives). The Comet
PeptideProphet results were then processed with iProphet to
improve the classification of correct and incorrect PSMs. The
processing of reSpect results with PeptideProphet was done
using the same options as with the first pass, but without the

Figure 1. Overview of a workflow that includes the reSpect tool. MS2 data are first searched by a database search engine, followed
by post-processing with the PeptideProphet and iProphet tools. Then reSpect is used to reprocess each PSM from the search
engine output to create a newmzML file with a subset of spectra that are modified to attenuate the peaks explained by the originally
identified peptide ions. This is followed by another round of database searching, typically with a larger precursorm/z tolerance. These
search results are processed by PeptideProphet and iProphet, followed by additional iterations if warranted

Table 1. Attributes and Statistics for the Datasets Used to Validate reSpect

Dataset
number

Dataset description Krönik MS1
features

First pass
peptides

First pass
and reSpect
peptides

First pass
peptide to
MS1 feature
ratio

% Boost in
peptide IDs
with reSpect

First pass
peptides with
detected feature
by Krönik

First pass and
reSpect peptides
with detected
feature by Krönik

Max delta
PPM

Max delta
RT +- min

1 Yeast S288c (Moritz Lab) 23992 5298 6903 0.22 30.32 4775 5111 10 5
2 HeLa (Set 1 Yates Lab) 231766 167776 178056 0.72 6.13 150085 153371 10 5
3 HeLa (Set 2 Yates Lab) 206855 193898 202059 0.94 4.21 173276 175852 10 5
4 Hs_hESC_NSC_phospho 128698 94509 100435 0.73 6.27 86218 86467 10 5
5 HeLa (Mann Lab) 267550 119327 134539 0.45 12.89 112916 118903 10 5
6 Yeast (Coon Lab) 57592 44793 45953 0.78 2.59 36270 36656 10 5
7 iPRG2013 97880 39669 42893 0.41 8.13 38891 40672 20 10
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ACCMASS model and with EXPECTSCORE option enabled
(using Comet expectation scores for PSM classification);
iProphet was used to process the PeptideProphet validated
reSpect results.

Dataset 4 is provided by Dr. Laurence Brill (Sanford-
Burnham Medical Research Institute), stored in the
PeptideAtlas (accession: PASS00233), and available once the
dataset is published by the owner. It consists of 738 ETD and
738 CID mzML files generated on LTQ-Velos Orbitrap
(Thermo-Fisher Scientific). The data contain 27 SCX fractions
of comparative proteomes and total phosphoproteomes from
human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) and their virtually pure
neural stem cell (NSC) derivatives. The data were searched
with Comet against the database used also to search Datasets 2
and 3 described above. Precursor tolerance of 50 ppm was
specified with isotope_error flag enabled. The search was
semi-tryptic and allowed for two missed cleavages. Variable
mods of n-terminal acetylation, methionine oxidation, and
serine, tyrosine, and threonine phosphorylation were used in
the search. The search results were processed using
PeptideProphet with ACCMASS enabled and using the
semiparametric model (NONPARAM). Further validation
was done by iProphet (version 4.6.3) with all default settings.
PTM site localization was modeled by PTMProphet (version
4.8.0) to indicate the most probable site of attachment.

Dataset 5 is derived from a 48-fraction HeLa cell lysate
dataset [31] from the Dr. Matthias Mann Lab (Max-Plank
Institut für Biochemie, Martinsried, Germany), stored in the
PeptideAtlas (accession: PAe003653), collected on an LTQ‐
Velos Orbitrap instrument (Thermo Fisher-Scientific). Data
were searched with the Comet algorithm using high resolution
search setting, 20 ppm precursor tolerance with isotope error
enabled and using semi-tryptic enzymatic rules. The search
database was generated the same as Dataset 2 but with newer
version (2014-01). The search results were processed with
PeptideProphet and iProphet versions bundled with TPP ver-
sion 4.7. PeptideProphet was run with the ACCMASS model
enabled, using NONPARAM option and specifying the
DECOY=DECOY andDECOYPROBS decoy PSMhandling
options.

Dataset 6 is derived from the One Hour Yeast Proteome
dataset [4] from the Dr. Joshua Coon Lab (U. Wisconsin, WI),
stored in the PeptideAtlas (accessions: PAe005216,
PAe005217, PAe005218). Briefly, spectra were acquired using
an Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid instrument (Thermo-Fisher
Scientific). MS2 spectra were acquired with an isolation win-
dow of 0.7m/z, using HCDwith normalized collision energy of
30. Dynamic exclusion was set to use ppm accuracy around the
precursor, and the exclusion duration was 45 s. The dataset was
searched with Comet using 20 ppm precursor tolerance with
isotopic error disabled and using semi-tryptic enzymatic rules.
The search database utilized was downloaded from http://
downloads.yeastgenome.org/sequence/S288C_reference/orf_
protein/orf_trans_all.fasta.gz with included set of common
contaminants and randomized decoys. The search results
were processed in the same way as Dataset 3.

Dataset 7 analyzed for this article was the iPRG2013 study
containing data derived from personal omics whole cell lysate
profiling of human peripheral blood mononuclear cells [32]
collected on a LTQ-Velos Orbitrap instrument (Thermo-Fisher
Scientific), stored in the PeptideAtlas (accession: PAe005219).
Peaks selected for fragmentation more than once within 30 s
were excluded from selection (10 ppm window) for 60 s. The
peptide digest was separated by a two-dimensional workflow
where 14 fractions were obtained in the first dimension by high
pH reverse phase chromatography and each fraction was ana-
lyzed by LC-MS2 using a 240-min low pH reversed phase
separation in the second dimension. Six-plex tandem mass tag
(TMT) reagents were employed for labeling these samples and
cysteines were carbamidomethylated. The data were searched
using Comet and X!Tandem against databases derived from
RNA-Seq transcriptome analysis, novel sequences, and
UniProt SwissProt human databases [33].

Results and Discussion
For the first pass searches, we used a mass tolerance of 20 to
50 ppm, centered around the primary precursor and several
neighboring isotopes. However, for subsequent post-reSpect
searches, we used a much wider ±3.1 Da precursor tolerance
because the isolation window could contain the +1, +2, and +3
charge isotope peaks (in addition to the monoisotopic ions) of
co-eluting peptides. The selection of the wide mass tolerance in
the reSpect rounds of searching allows identifying the chimeric
peptides that are co-eluting yet not necessarily targeted by the
instrument. While the precursor ion mass of the target ion is
often predicted accurately, the masses of co-eluting ions are
unknown and may differ by several m/z from the target ion
precursor mass. Figure 2 shows the observed m/z differences
between each selected precursor ion m/z and the m/z of each
putative identification for the first search (with narrow precur-
sor mass tolerance) on the left panel and the second pass search
(with a wide precursor mass tolerance) on the right panel. The
pattern of peaks in the mass difference distribution of the
secondary matches is likely related to whether the charge state
of the original measured precursor matches that of the second-
ary peptide; when the charges are different, the mass differ-
ences will tend to fall between the integer offsets. In this
experiment, the majority of secondary matches were of charge
2+ and some were 3+; identifications containing a 2+ primary
and 2+ secondary peptides charge states tend toward integer
mass offsets, identifications containing a 2+ primary and 3+
secondary peptides charge states, or vice versa, tend toward
mass differences with a decimal value near whole thirds (e.g.,
x.333 or x.666).

The performance of the reSpect algorithm was evaluated
using iterative re-analysis ofMS2 spectra over multiple rounds.
All counts are distinct peptides at a defined peptide-level FDR
of 1% or less based on decoy count estimates with PTM
variants of each peptide being counted independently. If PTM
variants are co-eluting and present in the same chimeric
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spectrum, theywould have to be identified in separate iterations
of reSpect processing, passing the FDR of 1% threshold each
time.

The degree of overlap in the four rounds of searching
for Dataset 1 is depicted in a non-proportional Venn dia-
gram in Figure 3a. Based only on the first round of
searching, 5298 distinct peptides were identified. The sec-
ond round search revealed 2940 peptides that had been
seen before in the first pass search, but also 1491 new
peptides, missed in the first pass search. The third round
search yielded an additional 108 novel peptides, and the
final fourth round yielded yet an additional seven not
previously identified peptides. However in both cases,
instances of previously identified peptides were also found,
lending confidence that the method is working as intended.
In all, the increase in the total number of distinct peptide
sequences was 30.3% at the same decoy-based peptide-
level FDR.

The overlap in the four rounds of searching for Dataset 6 is
depicted in a non-proportional Venn diagram in Figure 3b.
There are 39,669 distinct peptides identified in the first round
of searching. After running reSpect on these results, a second
round of searching resulted in 3115 distinct peptides that had
been seen before, and 3024 distinct peptides not previously
identified. The third round of search yielded 198 novel pep-
tides, and the final fourth round still yielded an additional two
peptide matches. In both cases, additional PSMs corresponding
to previously identified peptides were found. Thus, the distinct
newly identified peptide count increase in this fractionated
dataset totaled 8.1%.

The overlap in three rounds of searching for Dataset 5 is
depicted in a proportional Venn diagram in Figure 3c. In this
dataset 119,327 distinct peptides were identified in the first
round of searching. After reSpect analysis of these spectra, a
second round of searching yielded nearly 44,010 distinct pep-
tides that had been seen before, and 14,456 distinct peptides not
previously identified in the initial database search. The second
application of reSpect followed by the third round of searching
yielded 942 new peptides. This analysis demonstrated a 12.8%
increase of distinct peptide sequences in two reSpect rounds.

Figure 4 depicts an example of four identifications of dif-
ferent peptides contained within a single MS2 spectrum from
the Dataset 1; all peptides were identified with probabilities
greater than 0.99. Figure 4a shows the original spectrum over-
laid with the primary identification, which was 3+ charge ion
SKVVVFEDAPAGIAAGK with precursor m/z delta
2.0043 Da, or less than 3 ppm from the +2 charge isotopic
peak. Although many peaks are identified, there are clearly
many unidentified peaks present. Additional peaks in the pre-
cursor spectrum that preceded the fragmentation of the selected
peptide ions Figure 4e suggest the presence of additional ion
species within the isolation window of ±3 Da. All of the
explained peaks were then highly attenuated, and the resulting
spectrum was searched again, this time with a search window
matching the broadness of the isolation window. The second
search yielded the second confident peptide ion identification,
with a probability of 0.999 and precursor m/z delta of
1.9776 Da, or about 20 ppm from the original MS1 precursor.
The y series of peaks from the second peptide identified in this
spectrum are clearly visible in Figure 4b. After attenuation of

Figure 2. Histograms of mass differences between measured precursor m/z values and theoretical m/z values for the PSM
assignments. Representative histograms of mass differences between measured precursor m/z values and theoretical m/z values
for the PSM assignments by the first pass search on the left, and PSMassignments after reSpect and re-search of a 48 fraction HeLa
cell lysate dataset on right. In the left panel, the strong feature at 0 corresponds to the narrowm/z tolerance of the search, whereas the
features at +1 and +2 Da are due to misassigned primary isotopes
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the matched peaks from the second round identification, the
third round of database searching identified another peptide
shown in Figure 4c. As shown in Figure 4d, after the third
round of reSpect, and the fourth round of searching, nearly all
peaks in the original spectrum are explained by at least one of
the matching peptides.

Although there is a wide variation among datasets in the
achievable benefit from the use of the reSpect algorithm, the
benefit is significant in all of the datasets we tested, even in
highly fractionated datasets. We further explored the data using
the analysis workflow shown in Figure 5 to estimate the num-
ber of peptide features that are seen in the MS signal of a
dataset. Briefly, the Hardklör [34] algorithm was used to pick
the peaks in each precursor spectrum (MS1), followed by
Krönik [34] to count persistent features (i.e., a series of peaks
over time at nearly the same m/z value) in each MS run,
followed by a script called krönikCount.pl that we wrote to
count persistent features across all files of a dataset. This
method was applied to establish the maximum number of
peptides that we should expect to identify by MS2 spectra.
We ran this on all datasets and compared the results with the
number of distinct peptides identified by MS2 spectra and the
percentage boost yielded by the application of reSpect. As can
be seen from Figure 6, there is a strong negative correlation
between the number of distinct peptides seen in MS2 as a
fraction of MS1 features that are estimated from the dataset
and the reSpect percentage boost. In other words, as the ratio of

MS2 identifications to MS1 features in the data rises, the
percentage of new peptides that can be seen by applying
reSpect decreases. Interestingly, Datasets 1 and 6 of yeast
tryptic digests show the greatest polarity in terms of the fraction
of MS1 features estimated and the percent boost to MS2
identifications after using reSpect, despite the similarity of the
samples analyzed. Inspection of the data acquisition methods
provides insight into these differences. The datasets were ac-
quired using different instruments, and the acquisition param-
eters also show several differences. Most notable among them
are the dynamic exclusion duration and the isolation window
width. Dataset 6 uses a much longer dynamic exclusion dura-
tion (45 s versus 10 s), minimizing the chance that a peptide ion
will be reselected after expiration from the exclusion list.
Dataset 1 used a wider isolation window (3.0 m/z versus 0.7
m/z), increasing the likelihood that multiple precursor ions are
fragmented at the same time. The scan speed of the two
instruments used perform at different data rates, and the
Orbitrap Fusion instrument provides a deeper dataset for the
yeast digest analyzed from the Coon lab (i.e., Q Exactive
~12 Hz; Fusion Tribrid instrument ~20 Hz). These method
parameter and instrument differences influence both the cov-
erage of the entire sample and the potential to observe chimeric
MS2 spectra. However, there is no golden rule for data acqui-
sition; instrumentation, sample complexity, and LC gradient
duration must be considered when optimizing sample cover-
age. Application of reSpect allows increasing the sample

Figure 3. Peptide identification after repetitive reSpect analysis. Venn diagrams for the overlap in identified distinct peptides after
multiple rounds of reSpect, irrespective of any modifications, for datasets 1 (a), 7 (b), and 5 (c), arranged in decreasing order of
sample complexity. Datasets 1 and 7 were searched four times, with very few novel distinct peptides identified in the last round.
Dataset 5 was searched three times
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coverage in all situations, particularly when the optimal acqui-
sition parameters cannot be met. Table 1 lists each of the test
datasets along with the most important attributes of the
datasets, the analyses, and the results. Importantly, because
the results of reSpect are additive, it is able to boost the counts
of proteins that can be identified in a given sample. It can do
this by identifying new peptides that can distinguish previously
indistinguishable proteins, and it can identify new peptides for
proteins that have not been seen before. The identification of
confident peptides by applying reSpect with additional error-
rate control using PeptideProphet , iProphet , and
ProteinProphet increases the number of proteins that can be
confidently identified. For example, on the Moritz lab yeast
dataset the number of proteins went from ~650 at 1% decoy-
estimated error-rate to ~710 at 1% decoy-estimated error-rate
(Supplementary Figures 1A and B). Also, at the same

probability cutoff of 90% (corresponding to an error-rate of
1.1% for the original analysis and 0.4% for the reSpect analy-
sis), the number of proteins goes up from 608 without reSpect
to 616 with reSpect while the number of single hit proteins goes
down from 95 without reSpect to 29 with reSpect. Thus,
reSpect is able to increase both the depth and the breadth of
sample coverage.

Additional analysis compared features within the reSpect
algorithm, and performance of the reSpect algorithm compared
with a similar tools. To illustrate the differences between at-
tenuation and deletion of PSM matched fragment ion peaks,
reSpect was operated in DELETE mode for Dataset 1, and the
results are presented in Supplementary Figure 2. In DELETE
mode, reSpect removes the matched peaks rather than attenuate
them. In general, the two methods are very similar. The atten-
uation approach performs slightly better, although this may not

(a)  P = 0.999733 (b)  P = 0.996451

(d)  P = 0.994034(c)  P = 0.996451

(e)

Figure 4. Iterative reSpect analysis of a single MS2 spectrum. Shown above is a single spectrum from theMoritz Lab yeast dataset
that yielded four different high confidence PSMs, all having probabilities greater than 99%. (a) Depicts the original spectrum overlaid
with the primary identification, which was 3+ charge ion identified with a probability of 0.9997. Identified peaks for this peptide are
attenuated by reSpect, and the second round of searching (b) yields a different peptide with a probability 0.9999, clearly matching to
some unidentified peaks from (a). The results of search rounds three and four are displayed in (c) and (d), at which point nearly all
peaks are identified. The peaks at 120.1 and 136.1 m/z are immonium ions (predominantly Y, and F), which are neither removed by
reSpect, nor used for scoring by the search engines, but are labeled in the plots for further confirmation of identified peptide
composition. (e) Shows the MS1 scan which triggered the original CID
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be significant unless the minimum probability of peptides that
are subjected to reSpect is lowered to 0. Additionally, we
compared the performance of reSpect with DeMix, using the
DeMix example dataset (Supplementary Figure 3). Out of a
combined total of 469 distinct peptides seen by DeMix and
TPP iProphet with reSpect pipeline, 82 were only seen by
DeMix, whereas TPP iProphet with reSpect identified 117 that
were missed by DeMix. Thus, the two approaches are compa-
rable in performance and complementary.

An important feature of reSpect is its ability to identify low
intensity peptides. These peptides do not necessarily have an

isotopic pattern in the MS1 signal and are therefore unlikely to
be picked up by tools such as Hardklör and Krönik. These
peptides are also less likely to be targeted by the mass-
spectrometer because of their low intensities. However, the
fragments for them exist in the MS/MS spectra of other pep-
tides that were targeted. The fragments of peptides that are not
targeted can be orders of magnitude smaller than the target
peptide fragments, and identification of these relies on the
ability of reSpect to significantly attenuate the signal of the
dominant peptide in the fragment spectrum, not necessarily on
the existence of an MS1 peptide feature as one may not exist.

Figure 6. Percentage increase in the number of distinct peptide sequences identified after using reSpect. The results of newly
identified peptides in MS2 attenuated spectra are plotted against the fraction of counted MS1 features over the count of identified
distinct peptide sequences in the initial search. An approximate trend line that would be exponentially large at X ~ 0 and that goes
approximately to 0 near X = 1 is overlaid. There appears to be a high correlation between these two metrics, implying that the likely
effectiveness of reSpect in recovering additional peptide sequences may be estimated based on these metrics, which can be
calculated after the first search

Figure 5. Overview of aworkflow for estimating the number of potential MS1 features present in a given dataset. First theMSdata is
processed using Hardklör tomodel the features in eachMS1 spectrum. Then, Krönik is used to determine the number of ion features
that are persistent over several spectra in each MS run. Finally, a script called kronikCount.pl is used to count the union of MS1
features across all runs of a given dataset
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Integrating reSpect into existing analysis pipelines will
serve to improve the coverage and depth of proteomics
datasets. Computationally, its execution is linear in com-
plexity to the number of peaks being processed, typically
taking just a few minutes per MS run and proportional in
time to the number of spectra in the input pepXML file.
Subsequent sequence database searches add to the compu-
tational burden. However, the implementation of reSpect
as a standalone tool makes it possible to integrate it into
existing complex analysis workflows. The availability of
cheap computational cycles on the cloud make the addi-
tional computational cost more manageable, especially, at
the benefit of identifying more peptides from the same
data.

The application of reSpect methodology provides confident
identification of otherwise unmatched peptides that co-elute
and co-fragment with identified peptides that are more abun-
dant, and the fragments for which are easier to observe.
Interestingly, using reSpect allows the identification of PTM
containing peptides that are not seen by a single pass search.
One such example is presented in Supplementary Figure 4A
and B. The first pass peptide is identified by the spectrum in
Supplementary Figure 4A with a high probability of over 99%.
The use of peak attenuation with reSpect followed by a second
search of the processed spectra and TPP validation using
PeptideProphet and iProphet yields a second confident PTM
containing peptide shown in Supplementary Figure 4B having
a probability of over 98%.

Chimeric spectra are also an important consideration for
quantitation. For isobaric labeling techniques, the effect of
co-fragmenting multiple peptide ions causes a compression
in the range of the reporter ions [35, 36]. This effect can be
somewhat mitigated by not using spectra for which multi-
ple peptides are identified. For isotopic labeling or label-
free ion intensity techniques extra care must be taken that
elution profiles are extracted from the MS1 scans using
very narrow tolerances to avoid being contaminated by
signal from the co-eluting peptide ions with very similar
precursor m/z values in their respective isotopic envelopes.
The reSpect workflow presents an improvement for spec-
trum counting techniques, since additional instances of
peptide ions can be recovered, increasing the overall num-
bers of counts beyond the one-peptide-per-spectrum
paradigm.

The analysis results for all datasets can be downloaded from
PeptideAtlas at the following link: http://www.peptideatlas.
org/PASS/PASS00704. The spectral matches for the new
peptides found in the iPRG2013 data are provided for
viewing in the Supplementary Material.

Conclusion
We have presented a new post-sequence searching tool, called
reSpect, to attenuate peaks from dominant peptide ions identi-
fied to be present in mass spectra via a common sequence

search engine with the aim of enabling the identification of
additional peptide ions that are also represented at lower levels
in chimeric spectra from isobaric or near-isobaric precursor
ions. It is compatible with all other search engines supported
by TPP, including sequence search engines and spectral library
search engines. Although previously presented tools have dem-
onstrated their effectiveness on datasets where the improve-
ment is very large, we find that the degree to which processing
might benefit from properly handling chimeric spectra varies
enormously from dataset to dataset, as one would expect. With
some datasets, the increase in the number of identified distinct
peptides is quite large (over 30%more in one of our examples),
but the increase is more modest yet significant in other datasets.
We find a significant correlation between the increase in dis-
tinct peptide identifications and the ratio of total MS1 features
over identifications in the initial search. This estimator can be
used to determine if there would be significant benefit in using
reSpect for additional iterative processing.

The reSpect tool is integrated into TPP, and therefore is easy
to use in conjunction with many different search engines and
interoperable with the many other TPP tools, including
iProphet and ProteinProphet. This makes reSpect ideal for use
as part of an organized workflow such as the TPP, although this
is not required and can be run as a standalone tool. Such
workflow systems are becoming more prevalent, and TPP has
been adapted [37] to the Taverna [38] workflow platform, as
well as others. Since reSpect is a component of TPP, it is
available for all platforms. Additional information, documen-
tation, and downloads are available at the main TPP website
http://tools.proteomecenter.org/TPP.
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